
ON ZETA FUNCTIONAL DETERMINANTBY SUN-YUNG ALICE CHANG
IntrodutionThis is the set of leture notes the author gave in the PDE workshop held inthe University of Toronto, sponsored by the Fields Institute, in June of 1995. Thenotes was taken and the �rst draft was written up by Jie Qing, who is also aoauthor of some of the material presented in the letures. The main theme of theleture notes is to disuss the zeta funtional determinant, with emphasize on theonnetion of the funtional to onformal geometry, and to the sharp borderlineSobolev inequalities whih governs the funtional.There are three hapters in the notes, eah hapter orresponds roughly to thematerial overed in one leture. In the �rst hapter, we introdue the notion ofthe zeta funtional determinant as originally de�ned by Ray and Singer in 1971, wethen overed the Polyakov formula for the quotient of the log-determinant of thezeta funtional on two onformally related metris de�ned on ompat surfaes. Wealso disussed the main analyti tool{namely some sharp Sobolev inequality alledMoser-Trudinger-Onofri's inequality used to study the funtional and gave someappliations. In hapter two, we disuss some generalization of the zeta funtionaldeterminant to manifolds of dimension 4 and related ompatness and isospetralproblems. Finally in hapter 3, we disuss generalization of Polyakov formula toompat manifolds with boundary, and report on some reent ongoing researh workwith Jie Qing in this diretion. The letures may be onsidered a ontinuation reportof the author's earlier leture notes [C℄ in the summer geometry institute in Utah,1993 on related subjets.The author would like to thank the organizers for their kind invitation to reporton her work in the workshop. She would also like to thank the partiipants for thestimulating exhange of information.Chapter 1. Zeta funtional determinant on ompat surfaesA. Preliminary about heat kernelSuppose (M; g) be a ompat Riemannian manifold. We denote f�kg the eigen-values of the Laplaian-Beltrami operator:0 � �0 < �1 � �2 � � � ��k � � � � ; (1)Typeset by AMS-TEX1



and denote f�kg the orresponding eigenfuntions whih form an orthonormal basisfor L2(M). Then the heat kernel K(x; y; t) is de�ned asK(x; y; t) =Xk e��kt�k(x)�k(y) : (2)K(x; y; t) is the fundamental solution of the heat equation in the sense that for anygiven f 2 Cinfty(M), we have � ��tu��u = 0u(x; 0) = f(x) :The trae of the heat kernel Z(t) is de�ned asZ(t) = ZM K(x; x; t)dV (x) =Xk e��kt = Tr(e�t�) : (3)One of the fundamental result about the heat kernel is the following theorem forthe asymptoti expansion of the kernel as t tends to zero.Theorem. ([MP℄,[MS℄) Suppose (M; g) is a ompat Riemannian manifold withoutboundary. ThenZ(t) � (4�t)�n2 (a0 + a2t+ a4t2 + � � � ) as t! 0+where a0 = vol(M; g)a2 = 13 ZM R dV (4)a4 = 1180 ZM (10A� B + 2C)dVwhere R is the salar urvature of (M; g) and A, B, C are polynomials of degree 2in the urvature tensor Rijkl, and dV is the volume form with respet to the metrig. In fat, the expansions of type (4) have been worked out for a quite large lass offormally self-adjoint ellipti operators. We will disuss more of this in later hapters.
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B. Zeta funtional determinantIn this setion, we will �rst explain the notion of log-determinant of the Laplaianoperator as introdued by Ray and Singer [RS℄, we will then state and prove aformula of Polyakov [Po℄ about the log-determinant on ompat surfaes.For a ompat Riemannian manifold, we de�ne the zeta funtion�(s) = X�k 6=0 �k�s: (5)Then by Weyl's asymptoti formula for the eigenvalues(�k)n2 � (2n)nkwnvol(M)we know that �(s) is well-de�ned when Re(s) > n2 . Using the expansion (4) andthe Milin transform x�s = 1�(s) Z 10 e�xtts�1dt :where �(s) denote the value of Gamma funtion at s, we obtain the regularized zetafuntion �(s) = 1�(s) Z 10 ts�1(Tre�t� � 1)dt : (6)Formerly we have e��0(0) =Yk �k :Therefore through the regularization of the zeta funtion, Ray and Singer [RS℄de�ned the logarithm of the determinant of the Laplae as:log det� = �� 0(0) : (7)Remark:1.The reader is referred to [RS℄, [OPS-1℄ and Chapter 1 in [C℄ for more detailedjusti�ation of the \regularized proess" used in the de�nition above.2. The notion of log-determinant of the Laplaian was introdued in [RS℄ to de�nethe notion of analyti torsion,logT = 1=2 nXq=0(�1)qq�q0(0)where �q0(0) denotes the negative of the log-determinant of the Laplaian on q-forms. It was later established by Cheeger [Ch℄ and Muller [Mu℄ that the notionof analyti torsion oinides with the Rademeister torsion, hene is a topologialquantity.A generalization of the expansion (4) above is the following formula:Tr(fet�) �XXXmam(f;�)tm�n2 as t! 0+ (8)where am(f;�) = RM fUm(�)dV and Um(�) is a loal invariant of Riemannian ge-ometry of order m. In partiular, am(1;�) = am(�), where am(�) is the oeÆientof the heat kernel as appeared in (4). 3



Ray-Singer-Polyakov formula. [Po℄ Suppose (M; g0) is a losed ompat sur-fae, and vol(M; g0) = vol(M; gw) for gw = e2wg0. Thenlog det�wdet�0 = � 112� ZMfjrwj2 + 2K0wgdV0 (9)where K0 is the Gaussian urvature of (M; g0).To prove the formula, we will �rst establish a lemma.Lemma. Suppose (M; g0) is a losed ompat surfae. Thendd" j"=0� 0�u+"f (0) = 2a2(f;�u) (10)where �w denotes the Laplaian of the metri gw = e2wg.Proof of Lemma. We will sketh the proof by some formal omputations whih anall be justi�ed rigorously. We �rst notie thata2(f;�) = 112� ZM fKdV: (11)and dd" j"=0 Tr(e�t�u+"f ) = dd" j"=0 Tr(e�te�2"f�u) (12)= 2tT r(f�ue�t�u) = �2t ddtTr(fe�t�u):Here we have used a ruial fat that when n = 2, �w = e�2w� for any metrigw = e2wg. Thereforedd" j"=0 dds js=0 ���u+"f (s)= dds js=0 dd" j"=0 ��u+"f (s)= dds js=0 � 1�(s) Z 10 ts�1 dd" j"=0 Tr(e�t�u+"f )dt�= �2 dds js=0 � 1�(s) Z 10 ts ddtTr(fe�t�u)dt� (13)= 2 dds js=0 � s�(s) Z 10 ts�1Tr(f��t�u)dt�= 2a2(f;�u):In the last step above, we have used the expansion of � funtion near s = 0 as:�(s) = 1s � 1s+ 1 + � � � :4



This fat together with the asymptoti formula for Tr(f��t�u) as t! 0+ and theidentity (11) justify the last step in the formula (13) above.Proof of the formula. By (10) and (11) we have� 0�w(0)� � 0�0(0) = 2 Z 10 a2(w;�tw)dt= 16� Z 10 �ZM wKtwdVtw� dt= 16� Z 10 �ZM w(��(tw) +K0)dV0� dt:Sine ��u+K0 = Kue2u. Thus� 0�w(0)� � 0�0(0) = � 112� ZMfjrwj2 + 2K0wgdV0:The formula thus follows by de�nition of the log-determinant of the Laplaian.Remark: Reently there has been a lot of researh work in the omputation ofthe log-determinant formulas for general ellipti and pseudo-di�erential operators.The reader is referred to artiles for example by Kontseivih-Vishik and Okikiolu[Ok℄. In partiular in the artile by Okikiolu, she has applied some general formulafor the log-determinant for the produt of two operators to give an alternative proofof Polyakov's formula (9) above.C. Extremal metris and ompatness of isospetral metrisWe will now indiate some appliations of the Polyakov formula. We �rst no-tie that by the uniformization theorem we may hoose a metri with the onstantGaussian urvature as the bakground metri for a losed surfae of a given onfor-mal struture, thus we may assume without loss of generality that K0 = onstant.The following result, �rst pointed out in [OPS-1℄ is an easy onsequene of thePolyakov formula.Theorem. Suppose K0 is an negative onstant, then F [w℄ = log det�wdet�0 attains itsmaximum at and only at the onstant urvature metris, when the volume of themetri gw is �xed.Proof. Sine RM e2wdV0 = RM dVw = RM dV0 by assumption, we have e2 �w � e2w =1, where �w = 1Vol(M;g0) RM wdV0 and e2w = 1Vol(M;g0) RM e2wdV0. Thus �w � 0.Reall the formula F [w℄ = � 112� �ZM jrwj2 + 2K0 ZM w� :Thus for K0 a negative onstant, we have learly that F [w℄ � 0 and F [w℄ = 0()w = 0.In the ase when K0 is a positive onstant, as in the ase when M = S2, similarresult as in the statement of theorem above still holds, but the proof beomesanalytially muh more interesting. This result is �rst established by Onofri [On℄in onnetion with the string theory, see also [OPS-1℄ for an alternative proof.5



Theorem. (Onofri)log 14� ZS2 e2w � 14� �ZS2 jrwj2dV0 + 2 ZS2 wdV0� : (14)Moreover the equality holds if and only if the metri gw = e2wg0 is isometri to thestandard metri g0 of S2.Onofri inequality (14) is a geometri form of a sharp Sobolev inequality. Reallthat in the lassial Sobolev embedding Theorem, we haveW�;q0 (
) ,! Lp(
)for 
 � Rn , and 1p = 1q � �n ; q� < n. In partiular, W 1;20 (
) ,! Ln+2n�2 (
) forn � 3. It turns out that when n = 2, it is not diÆult to see that, for domains
 in R2, there exist unbounded funtions in W 1;20 (
) with �xed W 1;20 (
) inorm.Nevertheless by a result of Trudinger [T℄, we have that for all p � 1:kwkLp(
) � CppkrwkL2(
)and thus Z
 e� w2R
 jrwj2 � Cj
jfor some onstant � and C independent of w 2 W 1;20 (
). Later Moser[M-1℄ foundout that the best possible onstant � in the inequality above is 4� and is attained.This is the so-alled Moser-Trudinger inequalityZ
 e4� w2R
 jrwj2 � Cj
j (15)for an universal onstant C.Remarks:1. It was pointed out in [CY-2℄ that the best onstant 4� in (15) above has ageometri meaning and is atually the isoperimetri onstant. i.e.L2 � 4�A:where L is the ar length of the urve fx 2 
jjw(x)j = tg, and A is the area of theset fx 2 
jjw(x)j � tg for funtion w 2W 1;20 (
).2. For the sphere S2, Moser has also established in [M-1℄ that14� ZS2 e4� jw� �wj2RS2 jrwj2 � C0: (16)Observe that 2(w � �w) � 4� (w � �w)2RS2 jrwj2 + 14� ZS2 jrwj2:6



we obtain 14� ZS2 e2(w� �w) � C0e 14� RS2 jrwj2: (17)It is lear that Onofri's inequality (14) follows from the inequality (17) if one anprove that the best onstant C0 in (17) is one. (Notie that the best onstant C0 in(16) is not one.) We will now sketh the original proof of Onofri of inequality (14).Consider the funtionalJ [w℄ = log 14� ZS2 e2wdV0 � 14� ZS2(jrwj2 + 2w)dV0:Apply (17), we have that J [w℄ � logC0, thus the funtional J [w℄ is bounded fromabove. To prove (14), it suÆes to establish that sup J [w℄ = 0. To do so, we will�rst, within the lass of metri whih are isometri to gw, improve the inequality(17) to gain some some \ompatness". One way to do so is via onsideration offuntions in a speial lass x:x = �w : ZS2 e2wxjdV0 = 0; for j = 1; 2; 3� :We now notie that for any given metri gw = e2wg0, there exists a onformaltransformation � of S2 suh thata. w� 2 x, where e2w�g0 = ��(gw)b. J [w�℄ = J [w℄.The key step that one an gain some "ompatness" within the lass x is aonsequene of the following theorem due to Aubin.Theorem. ([A-2℄) For w 2 x , and for any " � 0, there exists a onstant C" sothat log 14� ZS2 e2(w� �w) � �12 + "� 14� ZS2 jrwj2dV0 + logC": (18)As a immediate onsequene of (18), we haveCorollary. For all w 2 x , we haveZS2 jrwj2dV0 � C1(J [w℄ + C2); for some onstants C1 and C2: (19)Apply properties (a) and (b) and (19) above, we may assume, without loss ofgenerality that the maximizing sequene wk for J [w℄ all exist in the lass x and thatthey are uniformly bounded in W 1;2. Thus a weak limit w0 of wk exists; w0 2 x,and satis�es the equation �w0 + 1 = e2w0from this we onlude that w0 is indued by some onformal transformation � ofS2, i.e. e2w0 = ��(g0). Sine among all onformal transform �, the only onewhih indues a funtion in x is the identity transformation, thus w0 = 0 andSupJ [w℄ = J [w0℄ = 0. We have hene established (14).Another interesting and beautiful appliation of the Polyakov formula is thefollowing result of Osgood-Phillips-Sarnak [OPS-2℄.7



Theorem. Isospetral metris on a losed surfae are C1-ompat module theisometry lass.In the speial ase of S2, apply Polyakov formula and analysis similar to the proofof the Onofri inequality as indiated above, we obtain that for a given w 2W 1;2(S2)ZS2 jruj2 . CF [u℄ + C (20)where u = w� (in the sense of (a), (b) above) is a "good" representative of metriin the sense that u 2 S and the metris e2w�g0 and e2wg0 are isometri to eahother. Sine F [w℄ is a spetral information whih is invariant under the isometry,F [u℄ = F [w℄. (20) together with the volume bound of the metri gu give a W 1;2-norm bound for u. After that, one an iteratively obtain W k;2-norm bound of uusing the bound for the k-th heat oeÆient fak(�)g in the expansion (4) for k � 3.One thus gets the C1-ompatness of isospetral metris module the isometry lass.D. Problem of presribing Gaussian urvatureAnother losely related problem to the analysis in setion C above is the followingproblem �rst proposed by Nirenberg :Given a funtion K on S2, when an it be the Gaussian urvature of a metri onS2?To solve this problem is equivalent to ask for what funtion K does there exista solution w to the following non-linear PDE.��w + 1 = Ke2w on S2 (21)for the given funtion K. Using the variational approah, solution of (21) are ritialpoints of the funtionalFK [w℄ = log 14� ZS2 Ke2wdV0 � 14� ZS2(jrwj2 + 2w)dV0:It turns out that the funtional FK [w℄ never attains its supremum unless K is aonstant funtion. Also via the Gauss-Bonnet formula, one hasZS2 Ke2wdV0 = 4�;whih in partiular implies that K must be positive somewhere. One of the originalmotivation to derive the inequality (16) was to study the equation [21℄. For example,inequality (16) implies that for a funtion K whih is positive somewhere on S2,the funtional FK [w℄ is bounded from above. In [M-2℄, Moser has further appliedthe inequality (16) to prove that if K is an even funtion de�ned on S2, i.e. K(x) =K(�x) for all x 2 S2, then equation (21) has an even solution. In reent yearsthere has been a lot of study of the Nirenberg problem, e.g. [ChD℄, [CY-1℄, [CY-2℄,[CGY℄, [ChL℄, [ChLi℄, and [XY℄. Here we will mention some results from [CY-1℄,[CY-2℄ and [CGY℄. 8



De�nition. We say the funtion K satis�es a non-degenerate (nd) ondition if�K(x0) 6= 0 whenever rK(x0) = 0.Theorem. ( [CY-1℄, [CY-2℄) Suppose K > 0 satis�es (nd), andXrK(xi)=0;�K(xi)<0 (�1)indexK(xi) 6= 1;where indexK(xi) denotes the Morse index of K at the point xi, Then K(x) an berealized as the Gaussian urvature of a metri on S2.Theorem. [CGY℄ Suppose K > 0 satis�es (nd), then all solutions w of the equa-tion (21) satisfy the a prior bound:ZS2(jrwj2 + 2w)dV0 � C(maxK;MinK; (nd)):Currently there is ative researh going on for the related problem of presribingsalar urvature on Sn, n � 3. We will not go into the details here.Chapter 2. Generalization of Polyakov formula on 4-manifoldsIn the last hapter we have disussed the Ray-Singer-Polyakov formula for theLaplaian operator on losed, ompat surfaes. We have also mentioned some ap-pliations of the formula and the underlying analysis. We will now disuss somegeneralization of the formula for more general di�erential operators in higher di-mensional losed, ompat manifolds.A. Isospetral problem in 3-dimensional manifoldsWe will �rst briey mention some results whih partially generalizes the isospe-tral ompatness result of Osgood-Phillips-Sarnak on ompat surfaes mentionedat then end of the last hapter.Reall the heat kernel trae expansion on a ompat, losed n-dimensional Rie-mannian manifold (M, g),Tr(e�t�) � (4�)�n2 1Xk akt k�n2 ast! 0+; (1)where a0 = ZM dVa2 = 13 ZM RdVa4 = 1360 ZM �5R2 � 2X jRij j2 +X jRijklj2� dV;9



and a2k+1 = 0; fork = 0; 1; 2; ::::In partiular when n = 3, a3 = 0, so there is no additional information from thisheat oeÆient alone. On the other hand we have that when n = 3,a4 = 1360 ZM �3R2 + 6X jRij j2� dV: (2)Therefore we have ZM R2; ZMX jRij j2 . ja4j: (3)We will now see that we may derive some spetral ompatness result from theinformation from (3).Theorem 1. ([CY-3℄, [CY-4℄) On a ompat, losed 3 dimensional manifold, letg = u 4n�2 g0 be a metri onformal to a bakground metri g0. Assume thata. vol(M; g) is bounded,b. RM jRijj2dVg is bounded,. �1(M; g) � � > 0.Then � kukW 2;2 � C1C � u � C (4)for some positive C depending on the information on (a), (b) and () above for allmanifolds unless (M; g0) is isometri to (S3; g); with g being the anonial metrion S3. In the latter ase (4) holds in the isometry lass of g.Following the same pattern of proof as in [OPS-2℄ as indiated in hapter one,we an also onlude that:Corollary 1. Isospetral set of onformal metris on a losed 3-manifold is C1-ompat.The theorem above has been generalized by M.Gursky to higher dimensionalmanifold with some Lp, p > n2 , growth assumption on the norm of the Rii urva-ture tensor.Theorem 2. [Gu℄ On (Mn; g0), let g = u 4u�2 g0 be a metri onformal to g0. As-sume thata. vol(M; g) is boundedb. RM jRijkljpdVg is bounded, for some p > n2 .Then � kukW 2;p � C1C � u � C (5)for some positive C depending on the information on (a), (b) for all ompat, losedmanifolds (M; g0) unless (M; g0) is isometri to (Sn; g). In the latter ase, (5) stillholds in the isometry lass of g. 10



Remark. The assumption that p > n2 is neessary in the statement of Theorem 2above. Indeed when p = n2 some ounterexamples have been onstruted in ([CGW℄)whih indiates that Theorem 2 fails in this ase.We will explain some idea in the proof of Theorem 1 above by omparing it tothe solution of the Yamabe problem; that is the problem of �nding a metri withonstant salar urvature within a given onformal lass of metris on a losed,ompat manifold. Denote L = �� + n�24(n�1)R the onformal Laplaian operator;then a equivalent way of stating the Yamabe problem is to solve the following PDEon a ompat manifold M . Lu = un+2n�2 (6)for some onstant . Solutions of (6) an be found by minimizing RM RdV underthe onstraint of �xing the volume of the metris. Yet sine the imbedding ofW 1;2 ,! Lp is ompat for p � 2nn�2 , but not ompat for p = 2nn�2 , the minimummay not be attained. In [A-1℄, T.Aubin de�ned the Yamabe quotient Q(M; g) as:Q(M; g) = RM RgdVgvol(M; g)n�2n :He then proved that ifY (M; g0) =: infg onformal to g0Q(M; g) < Y (Sn; g): (7)then a minimizing sequenes for Y (M; g0) onverges in L 2nn�2 , hene minimum isattained. Yamabe problem was eventually solved by Aubin [A-1℄ and Shoen [S-1℄ by establishing that (7) always hold for any manifold (M; g0) not isometri to(Sn; g).The underlying analysis in the proof of Theorem 1, as is in the ase of the Yamabeproblem, is to study the extremal funtions of the optimal Sobolev inequalityY (M; g0)�ZM u6dV0� 13 � ZM jruj2 + 18 ZM R0u2: (8)In the speial ase when (M; g0) = (S3; g), extremal funtions for (8) areu" = �"(1 + jxj2)"2 + jxj2 � 12 for " > 0:We observed that ZS3 u6+Æ" dV0 �! +1 as " �! 0for any Æ > 0. Thus it is onvining that any sequene of funtions fukg withRM u6+Æk dV0 bounded for some Æ > 0 would onverge strongly in L6 on ompat3-manifolds. Indeed, the key point in the proof of Theorem 1 above is to indiatethat for any sequene of metris gk = (uk) 4n�2 satisfying the assumptions of thetheorem, there exists some � > 0 so that RM u6+Æk dV0 is uniformly bounded.B. Funtional determinants on 4-manifolds11



De�nition. Let A be a geometri di�erential operator of (M; g). IfAgw (�) = e�bwAg(eaw�)under the onformal hange of metri gw = e2wg, then we say A is onformallyovariant of bidegree (a; b).Example. 1. L = ��+ n�24(n�1)R, the onformal Laplaian, then L is onformallyovariant of bidegree (n�2n ; n+2n ).2. An interesting fourth order di�erential operator de�ned on 4-manifolds was givenby Paneitz [P℄: P4 = (��)2 + div�23R Id� 2Rij� d;whih is onformal ovariant of bidegree (0; 4).3. [GJML℄ For any k �k � n2 ; when dim M = n is even�, there exist onformallyovariant operators P2k of bidegree �n2 � k; n2 + k� with leading term (��)k. Theexpliit expression for Pn for even dimensional manifolds of dimension n is onlyexpliit known for the Eulidean spae Rn and hene for the spheres Sn. The expliitformula for Pn on Sn, as we will disuss at the end of this hapter, has been studiedin both Branson [B-1℄ and Bekner [Be-1℄, [Be-2℄.Assume that A is a formally self-adjoint di�erential operator of positive orderand has positive de�nite leading symbol, then A also has the heat kernel traeexpansion as follows: Tr(fe�tA) � 1X0 ak(f;A)t k�n2` t! 0+ (9)where ak(f;A) = RM fUk(A)dV and Uk(A) is a loal invariant of Riemannian ge-ometry of order k, and where n = dimM and 2` is the order of A.Theorem. (Branson and Gilkey [BG℄) Under the above analytial assumption , forany onformally ovariant operator A, one hasdd" j"=0am(Agw+"f ) = (m� n)am(f;Agw)dd" j"=0�Agw+"f (0) = 2`an(f;Agw):Now we may proeed as in hapter one to ompute the zeta funtional determi-nant of A. By Weyl's invariants theory and the onformal transformation of loalinvariants, one an derive the formula for the normalized zeta funtional determi-nant F [w℄ = logdetdetAgwdetAg0 . In the speial ase when b � a = 2 and vol(M; gw) =vol(M; g0), expliit expression of F [w℄ was given by Branson -Orsted [BO℄ as:F [w℄ = 1I[w℄ + 2II[w℄ + 3III[w℄ (10)12



where 1; 2; 3 are onstants depending only on A andI[w℄ = 4 Z jCj2wdV � �Z jCj2dV � log �Z e4wdVII[w℄ = hPw;wi+ 4 Z QwdV � �Z QdV � log �Z e4wdV;III[w℄ = 12�Y (w)� 13 Z (4R) wdV � ;where C is the Weyl tensor, 12Q = ��R+ R2 � 3jRij2 andY (w) = Z ��(ew)ew �2 � 13 Z R jrwj2:Both the quantities Q and jCj2 are terms whih appear in the Gauss Bonnetintegrand for ompat. losed 4-manifolds:4�2�(M) = Z � jCj28 +Q� dV; (11)where �(M) denotes the Euler-harateristi of the manifold M. It is also importantto remark that the funtional III[w℄ may be written asIII[w℄ = 13 �Z R2w dVw � Z R2 dV �so that when the bakground metri is assumed to be the Yamabe metri in apositive onformal lass, the funtional III is non-negative. Another importantpoint is the relationship between the Paneitz operator and the Q urvature:�Pw + 2Qwe4w = 2Q; (12)Where Qw is the Q urvature with respet to the metri gw = e2wg0. Notie theomparison between the equation (12) to that of the Gaussian urvature equationon ompat surfaes: �w +Kwe2w = K:In [BCY℄ and [CY-5℄, we ontinue the study of the log-determinant formula ofPolyakov (9) as given in hapter 1 to the setting of general ompat 4-manifolds.We �rst establish the ompatness riteria for the funtional determinant to a moregeneral lass of 4-manifolds; then we isolate the funtional II[w℄ and provide ertainompatness riteria. We also provide ertain a-priori estimates for solutions of theEuler equations for the funtional II. To state the results more expliitly, we de�nekd = �1 Z jCj2dV � 2 Z QdV= (�2) 4�2�(M) + �28 � 1� Z jCj2dV (13)13



and kp = Z QdV= 4�2�(M)� 18 Z jCj2: (14)We have the following existene results ([CY-5℄):Theorem. If the funtional F satis�es 2 < 0; 3 < 0, and kd < (�2)8�2, thensupw2W 2;2 F [w℄ is attained by some funtion wd and the metri gd = e2wdg0 satis�esthe equation 1 jCdj2 + 2Qd � 34dRd = �kd �Vol(gd)�1: (15)Further, all funtions ' 2W 2;2 satisfy the inequality:kd log �Z e4('� ~')dVd � (�2) hP'; 'i � 123Yd('):where ~' denotes the mean value of ' with respet to the metri gd, and �R denotes1vol(M;gd) RM dVd.For the funtional II, we have a similar existene result:Theorem. If kp < 8�2, and assume that P is an non-negative operator withkernel of P onsisting of onstant funtions. Then infw2W 2;2 II(w) is ahieved bysome funtion wp and the metri gp = e2wpg satis�es the equationQp = kpVol(gp)�1; (16)and all funtions ' 2W 2;2 satisfy the inequalitykp log �Z e4('� ~')dVp � hP'; 'i (17)where ~' is the mean value of ' with respet to the metri gp. Further the equation(16) may be expressed in terms of the onformal fator wp:Pwp + 2Q = 2Qp e4wp : (18)In partiular for the operator L and r= 2 , we obtain existene results for extremalmetris of the orresponding log-determinant funtional. We also obtain existeneof extremals for the funtional II in many ases. Thus for a large lass of onformal4-manifolds, we have the existene of several extremal metris in addition to theYamabe metri. It is an interesting problem to study the relation among thesemetris. For example, we found in [BCY℄ that on S4 all these extremal metrisoinide. In order to identify these extremal metris in speial irumstanes, weprovide some uniqueness results ([CY-5℄):14



Theorem. If kd � 0, the extremal metri gd for the funtional F orrespondingto the onformal Laplaian operator L is unique.Theorem. If kp � 0, P is non-negative and KerP = fonstantsg, then the ex-tremal metri gp is unique.These uniqueness assertions are obtained as onsequenes of the onvexity of theorresponding funtionals. We were able to identify some of the extremal metriswith known metris in speial irumstanes. We remark that:Remark.(1) Theorem 1.1 applies to all funtionals of the form 1I + 2II + 3III. What isrequired in the statement of Theorem 1.1 is that 23 > 0. In ase 2 > 0; ; 3 > 0we substitute in�mum for supremum of F [w℄ in the statement of the theorem.(2) The main examples of funtionals F [w℄, whih appear in the form of Theorem1.1 above, are quotients of two zeta funtion determinantsF [w℄ = log(det Aw= det A);where Aw is the operator A evaluated w:r:t: to the onformal metri gw = e2wg.In [BO℄, for operators A or powers of A whih satis�es the onformal ovarianeproperty: Aw(') = e�bwA (eaw');expliit formulas for quotient of funtional determinant are omputed and are allof the form F [w℄. For up to a multipliative onstant, the oeÆients 1,2,3 inF [w℄ are omputed for A = �4 + R6 the onformal Laplaian operator, for whihthe onformal ovariane property holds with b = 3 and a = 1, and for A = r= 2, thesquare of the Dira operator for whih the onformal ovariane property holds withb = 32 and a = 52 .We now examine the situations in whih we an identify some of the extremalmetris. Let gd denote the extremal metri for the determinant of the onformalLaplaian, gp denote the extremal metri for the funtional II, and gy denote theYamabe metri. Here are some examples: We denote k0p = 4kp.Examples.(1) For S4 we have jCj2 = 0; � = 2 hene kd(S4) = k0p(S4) = 32�2. In this aseall three extremal metris exist and we have the oinidene of all three with thestandard metri: gd = gp = gy = g0.(2) For H 2 � H 2 , we have � = (4�2)�1 � volume; jCj2 = 163 . For any lattie �,kd(H 2 � H 2=�) = �4 � volume < 0; k0p = 43 volume. So we have g0 = gd = gy. When� is a genus 2 hyperboli surfae, we have k0p(� � �) = 43 16�2 < 32�2. In thestandard metri for �� � we haveP = 42 +4:15



If we take � to have a pinhing nek so that �1(�) � 1, then we see that �1(P )is small negative. For suh onformal struture on �� �, the funtional II is notbounded from below, and the standard metri is a saddle point for II.(3) S1 � S3 is known to be onformally at and by varying the radius t of S1 wehave a 1-parameter family of onformally at strutures S1(t)�S3. We have � = 0and jCj2 = 0, so that kd(S1 � S3) = k0p(S1 � S3) = 0. It follows that g0 = gd = gp.The last equality holds sine the Euler equation is a linear equation. We reall thatShoen [S-2℄ has shown that there exists a t0 suh that for t � t0 ; gy = g0; whilegy 6= g0 when t > t0. This is an instane where the extremal metri gd is di�erentfrom the Yamabe metri.C. Sharp inequalitiesThe main analyti tool in the study of the zeta funtional determinants on 4-manifolds is the following sharp Sobolov inequality , whih is a generalized formof Moser's inequality, due to Adam's [Ad℄: On a ompat 4-manifold M withoutboundary we have: ZM e32�2jw� �wj2 � CM ; if ZM j�wj2 � 1: (19)Applying the elementary inequality4(w � �w) � 32�2jw � �wj2RM j�wj2 + 18�2 ZM j�wj2one obtains log�ZM e4(w� �w) � 18�2 ZM j�wj2 + logCM : (20)Inequality (20) is the key inequality whih used in the derivation of the ompatnessresults in Setion B above.In the speial ases when kd = (�2)8�2 and kp = 8�2, as is the ase on (S4; g)and when A is the onformal Laplaian operator L. Instead of using (20), we mayemploy the following sharp inequality due to Bekner [Be-2℄: On (S4; g),log�Z e4(w� �w) � 13 �ZS4wP4w (21)with equality holds if and only if e2wg is isometri to the standard metri g of S4.Theorem 5. On (S4; g) if 2 < 0, and 3 < 0, then F [w℄ � 0 and F [w℄ = 0 ifand ony if e2wg is isometri to g.Proof. On S4 F [w℄ = 18<:2 ZS4 wP4w + 24 ZS4 w � 3�2 log�ZS4 e4w9=;= 2�ZS4 R2wdVw � ZS4 R20dV0� :16



Thus the result follows from inequality (21) above and the sharp Yamabe inequalityZS4 RwdVw � ZS4 R0dV0;where equality holds if and only if e2wg is isometri to g on S4.To end this hapter, we would like to mention that inequality (21) is a speialase of general set of inequalities established by Bekner on (Sn; g) for all n � 2.To state the inequalities, we setPn = n�22Y0 (��+ k(n� k � 1)); when n is evenPn =  ��+ �n� 12 �2! 12 n�32Y0 (��+ k(n� k � 1)); when n is odd:Notie that Pn is the onformal pulling via the sterographi projetion from Rnwith Eulidean metri to Sn of the operator (�)n2 .Theorem. ([Be-2℄) log�ZSn en(w� �w) � n2(n� 1)! �ZSnwPnw (22)where equality holds if and only if e2wg is isometri to g.Bekner's original proof of inequality (22) uses methods in Fourier analysis andis quite ingenious. It turns out one an also give an alternative proof (22) using thegeometri method employed by Onofri in his proof of the inequality for the speialase n = 2. The proof exploits the onformal ovariant property of the Paneitztype operators. We now briey outline the proof here:Step 1. Let Sn[w℄ = �R Sn wPnw + 2(n � 1)!�R Sn w. Then Sn[w℄ is a onformallyinvariant quantity. That is, if e2vg0 = ��(e2ug0) for some onformal transformation� of Sn, then Sn[v℄ = Sn[u℄.Step 2. inf�R euw=1 Sn[w℄ = infw2S Sn[w℄ and is attained. Here S denotes the set of"balaned" metris whih satisfy�ZSn euw = 1 and ZSn enwxj = 0; j = 1; : : : ; n+ 1:Step 3. If Sn[w0℄ = infw2S Sn[w℄, let �1(Pw0n ) be the �rst eigenvalue of the operatorPw0n = e�nw0Pn, then �1(Pw0n ) � n!. 17



Step 4. For any metri gw = e2wg; w 2 S; �1(Pwn ) � n! with equality holds if andonly if w � 0.>From above four steps we may onlude easily thatSn[w℄ � 0 if �ZSn enw = 1;whih implies inequality (22).Chapter 3. The formula on ompat manifolds with boundaryIn the last two hapters we have disussed the generalized Ray-Singer-Polyakovformulas of the zeta funtional determinants for onformally ovariant geometridi�erential operators on manifolds without boundary. As appliations we have alsodisussed extremal metris of the zeta funtional determinants and some relatedisospetral problems. In this hapter we will disuss similar problems on ompatmanifolds with boundary. Here we are reporting some reent joint work of Jie Qingand myself. [CQ-1℄, [CQ-2℄.Let (A;B) be a pair of onformally ovariant geometri operators on (M;�M),where B is a boundary operator and we require that the spae of funtions w withBw = 0 on the boundary �M does not depend on the metris within a given on-formal lass. We know, under some suitable elliptiity assumptions of the operators(A;B), we have Tr(fe�tAB ) � 1X0 ak(f;A;B)t k�n2 ast! 0+ (1)where ak(f;A;B) = ZM fUk(A) + n�1X�=0 I�M (N�f)Uk;�(A;B) (2)Uk(A) is a loal invariant of order k; Uk;�(A;B) is a loal invariant of order k���1,and N� is the �th ovariant derivative in the inner normal diretion. The typialexample of suh pairs of operators is (L;R), where L is the onformal Laplaianand R = ��n� n�22(n�1)H, is the Robin boundary operator, where H denotes the meanurvature on �M and n is the dimension of the manifold M .Theorem. [BG-1℄, [BG-2℄ On (M;�M), suppose A is an ellipti operator of order2l, and (A;B) satis�es some suitable elliptiity and onformal invariant properties,then dd" ����"=0ak(A;B)[u+ "f ℄ = (k � n)ak(f;A;B)[u℄dd" ����"=0� 0(A;B)[u+"f ℄ = 2lan(f;A;B)[u℄: (3)For the purpose of this talk, we may assume (A;B) is the pair of operators (L;R).18



A. 2-dimensional ase.We will start the disussion with the ase of ompat surfaes with boundary.For simpliity, we will onsider the the pair of operators ���; ��n�. Realla2�f;��; ��n� = 112� �ZM fK + I�M fk�+ 18� I�M ��nf (4)where K is the Gaussian urvature ofM;k is the geodesi urvature of the boundary�M . As a onsequene of (3) above, we haveF [w℄ = log det ���; ��n� [w℄det ���; ��n� [0℄ = �2 Z 10 a2�w;��; ��n� [tw℄dt: (5)Applying the relations � ��w +K[0℄ = K[w℄e2w��nw + k(0) = k[w℄ewwe get F [w℄ = � 112� �ZM jrwj2 + 2 ZM K[0℄w + I�M k[0℄w�� 14� �I�M k[w℄� I�M k[0℄� : (6)To onsider the extremum of F [w℄, one needs to assume thatI�M k[w℄ew � I�M k[0℄ = 0; (7)whih appears due to the term H�M ��nf in the expression of a2 �f;��; ��n�. Amore geometri reason for imposing ondition (7) is given in [OPS-2℄. Notie thatwithout imposing the ondition (7), the funtional F [w℄ is not be bounded fromeither above or below.There are two types of variational problem for manifolds with boundary. We willall the onformal hanges of metris whih preserve vol(M) by the onformal vari-ations of type I, and all the onformal hanges of metris whih preserve vol(�M)by the onformal variations of type II. Then, when restrited to metris onformalto a �xed one, the extremal metris for the onformal variations of type I haveonstant Gaussian urvature on M and vanishing geodesi urvature on �M , whilethe extremal metris for the onformal variations of type II have vanishing Gauss-ian urvature on M and onstant geodesi urvature on �M . For simply-onnetedsurfae, the extremal metris are metris of the anonial metris of hemi-sphereand disk for type I and type II problems respetively. In [OPS-2℄, Osgood, Phillipsand Sarnak have studied these variational problems also for the log-determinantfuntional F [w℄ in (6) and in partiular they have established the existene of the19



extremal metris for the funtional. The role played by the Onofri's inequality is re-plaed by the following Milin-Lebedev inequality in studying the extremals of F [w℄on ompat surfae with boundary. was the following Lebedev-Milin inequalitylog IS1 e(w� �w) d�2� � 14 �ZD w(��)wdxdy� + 2 IS1 w�w�n d�2�� (8)where �w denotes the average of w over S1, and W ia any extension of w insidethe unit dis D, and with equality holds if and only if (D; ewg0) is isometri to thestandard metri (D; g0).B. 3-dimensional ase.On ompat 3-manifolds with boundary, we again onsider general onformallyovariant, geometri, ellipti pair of operators (A;B). Via Weyl's invariant theory,we an write a3(f;A;B) = I�M f(�1 ~K + �2H2 + �3(jLj2 + �4F )+ � I�M fNH +  I�M f;NN (9)where ~K is the Guassian urvature of �M , N denotes the inward normal ovariantdi�erentiation a denotes the index f1; 2g in the tangential diretion of the boundary�M , f;NN denotes (double) ovariant di�erentiation in the N diretion and F =RaNaN .Applying the onformal ovariane property of (A;B), one may redue the ex-pression of a3 in (9) above as:a3(f;A;B) = I�M f(�1 ~K + �2(H2 � jLj2)) + � I�M fNH +  I�M f;NN : (10)We may then apply the relation (2) to ompute the log-determinant of zeta fun-tional for quotient of two onformal metris as:log det(A;B)[w℄det(A;B)[0℄ = �2�1�12 I�M j ~rwj2 + I�M ~k0w��2�2 I�M w(H2 � 2jL2j) + �2 �I�M (H2ds)[w℄� I�M (H2ds)[0℄� (11)+ �I�M ��F + 14H2� ds� [w℄ � I�M ��F + 14H2� ds� [v℄� :In the following we will briey indiate how to derive the formula (11) from theexpression of a3 in (10). For demonstration purpose, we will indiate the omputa-tion for the term with  as its oeÆient. We �rst writef;NN [w℄e2w = f;NN [0℄� fNwN + fawa: (12)20



ThereforeZ 10 �I�M w;NN [tw℄e2tw� dt = I�M w;NN � 12 I�M (wN )2 + 12 I�M j ~rwj2: (13)To further express the terms in (13) into geometri forms, we �rst observe that12 �F + 14H2� [w℄e2w = 12 �F + 14H2� [0℄� w;NN+ 12 ~�w � 12 j ~rwj2 + 12(wN )2: (14)Thus Z 10 �I�M w;NN [tw℄e2tw� dt = 12 �I�M ��F + 14H2� ds� [0℄�I�M ��F + 14H2� ds� [w℄� : (15)Sine the formula (10) only involves boundary terms, one an handle the study ofthe extremal metris in this ase using the Moser-Trudinger and Onofri inequalitieson 2-manifolds; in partiular the study of the formula does not provide new insightof how to ontrol the behavior of a onformal metri on the interior of the manifoldfrom its boundary behavior. We will soon see that this is not the ase on 4-manifoldswith boundary.C. 4-dimensional ase.It is natural that one seeks results about funtional determinants on 4-manifoldswith boundary analogous to the above mentioned ones on ompat surfaes withboundary. For the onveniene of this hapter we shall assume that (A;B) = (L;R)from now on. We �rst modify the de�nitions of onformal variations. For onformalvariations of type I, we require the mean urvature H stays vanishing, and foronformal variations of type II we require the mean urvature H stays onstant.In addition, we always require that H�M (T ds)[w℄ �xed for all onformal variations(this orresponds to the requirement that H�M kds stays onstant for all onformalvariations in the ases onsidered in [OPS℄ in dimension 2). It turned out that, toestablish the existene of extremum of the funtional determinant under onformalvariations of type I, the following sharp inequality of Adams type is ruial.Theorem. [CQ-2℄ For any funtion � on a given 4-manifolds (M;�M) with Neu-mann boundary ondition N� = 0,ZM e�j����j2dx < C; (16)if RM j��j2dx � 1, for any � < 16�2. 21



Remark. Although for the purpose here it is suÆient that (16) holds for any� < 16�2, in view of the Moser inequalities et before, one would expet that theinequality (16) holds for � = 16�2, whih remains to be veri�ed.Apply the inequality (16), one an establish the existene of extremum for F [w℄for onformal variations of type I relatively easily. In this ase, one an also establishthe uniqueness in some speial lasses of metris.Theorem. The maximum of F [w℄ is ahieved by some wd 2 W 2;2 if �a4(L;R) <16�2. Moreover, if a4(L;R) � 0, then wd is unique.Remark. One borderline ase is H4 with standard metri g0, where �a4(L;R) =16�2. We observed that, under onformal variations of type I, F [w℄ � 0 and thesup!2EF [w℄ = 0 is attained by and only by e2wg0 2 ��g0 for some onformal transfor-mation � of the standard sphere S4 whih maps the upper hemisphere to itself.The problem of studying the funtional F [w℄ for metris onformal variations oftype II is a muh more involved one. It is lear that one would need some sharpinequality of the Lebedev-Milin type whih relates the behavior of a metri insidea manifold to its boundary behavior. In an e�ort to searh a orret formulationfor suh an inequality for ompat 4-manifolds (M;�M), we (in [CQ-1℄ and [CQ-2℄)have taken a geometri point of view. First we view the original Lebedev-Milininequality (8) as an inequality whih relates the the pair of loal invariants (K; k)to the pair of operator(�; ��n ). As we have mentioned before on ompat surfaes,the relationship between (K; k) and (�; ��n ) under onformal hanges of metris anbe expressed via the partial di�erential equations:�w +K[0℄ = K[w℄e2wand �w�n + k[0℄ = k[w℄ew:Therefore, on ompat 4-manifolds, we start with the searh for the right pairs ofurvature funtions and their orresponding di�erential operators. As the study inthe ase of ompat losed manifolds suggest, one natural interior loal invariant oforder 4 whih should appear is the Paneitz quantity12Q = ��R+ R2 � 3jRij2;whih has been disussed in Chapter 2. The di�erential operator orresponds to Qis the Paneitz operatorP4 = (��)2 + div�23R Id� 2Rij� :The relation between Q and P4 an be seen via the following di�erential equation.P4w + 2Q[0℄ = 2Q[w℄e4w in M:22



It turns out that on 4-manifolds there also exists a boundary loal invariant of order3 and a onformal ovariant operator P3 of bidegree (0; 3), the relation of (Q; T ) to(P4; P3) on 4-manifolds is parallel to that of (K; k) to (�; ��n ) on ompat surfaes.More spei�ally we have a loal invariant of order 3 de�ned asT = 112 ��nR+ 16RH � FH + 19H3 � 13TrL3 + 13 ~�H (17)and a orresponding operatorP3 = 12 ��n�+ ~� ��n + 23H ~� + Lab ~ra ~rb + (13R� F ) ��n + 13 ~rH � ~rsuh that P3w + T [0℄ = T [w℄e3w on �M;and P3[w℄ = e�3wP3[0℄:The best way to understand how T and P3 were disovered in [CQ-2℄ is via theChern-Gauss-Bonnet formula for 4-manifolds with boundary:�(M) = (32�2)�1 ZM (jCj2 + 4Q)dx+ (4�2)�1 I�M (T � L4 � L5)dy: (18)where L4 and L5 are boundary invariant of order 3 whih are invariant underonformal hange of metris. Hene with a �xed onformal lass of metris,12 ZM Qdv + I�M Tdsis a �xed onstant. We would like to remark that in the original Chern-Gauss-Bonnet formula T is not exatly the term as we have de�ned in (17) above, atuallyit di�ers from T by 13 ~�H, whih does not a�et the integration formula.Thus on 4-manifolds with boundary it is natural to study the energy funtionalE[w℄ = 14 Z wP4w + 12 Z wQ+ 12 I�M wP3w + I�M wT: (19)In view of the ompliated expressions of the operators P4, P3, Q and T , in generalit is diÆulty to study the funtional E[w℄ de�ned as above at this moment. Butin the speial ase of (B4; S3) with the standard metris, we haveP4 = (�)2; P3 = 12N�+ ~�N + ~�; and Q[0℄ = 0; and T [0℄ = 3: (20)Thus the expression in E[w℄ beomes relatively simple. Thus in this speial ase,we are able to study the onformal variation problem of type II of the funtionalF [w℄. The main analyti tool is the following sharp inequality of Lebedev-Milintype on (B4; S3). 23



Theorem. Suppose w 2 C1( �B4) and that e2wg0 is a onformal variation of typeII with respet to the standard metri g0 of B4. Thenlog� 12�2 IS3 e3(w� �w)dy�� 34�2 �14 ZB4 w�2w + 12 IS3 wP3w + 14 I wN + 14 I w;NN� ; (21)under the boundary assumptionsZS3 � [w℄ds[w℄ = 0where � is the salar urvature of M . Moreover the equality holds if and only ife2wg0 on B4 is isometri to the anonial metri g0.Remark. The additional boundary ondition assumed in the above is neessary inthe sense that the left side of the inequality (21) would not have any lower boundotherwise. The hoies of the right geometri onditions, like we imposed here,depend on the analyti expressions of transformation formulas for urvatures underonformal hanges of metris.The key step in the proof of theorem is the following analyti lemma.Lemma. Suppose w solves 8><>: �2w = 0 in R4w jS3= uwN jS3= �:Then �w�����B4 = 2~�u� 2n(� ~� + 1) 12 + 1o� (22)N�w�����B4 = 2P3u+ 2~�u� 2 ~�� (23)where P3 = (� ~�+1) 12 (� ~�) is the same as the P3 operator de�ned on S3 by Beknerin Chapter 1.We would also like to remark that the seond term in (22) above, i.e. the termn(� ~� + 1) 12 + 1o is the Dirihlet to Neumann operator on (B4; S3).Corollary. On B4, P3[0℄(w) = P3(w) on �B4;provided that �2w = 0 in B4.We an then state a result about extremal metris of onformal ovariant typeII on (B4; S3; g0). 24



Theorem. On B4, suppose gw is a metri onformal variation of type II withrespet to the standard metri g0. And assume further that Q[w℄ = 0. ThenF [w℄ = �8�14 ZB4 wP4w + 12 IS3 wP3w + 2 IS3 w�� 4 ZB4 R2[w℄e4w� 4�IS3(~�dy)[w℄� IS3(~�dy)[0℄�� 503 ��ZB4(Rdx)[wh℄ + 2 IS3(Hdy)[w℄�� �ZB4(Rdx)[0℄ + 2 IS3(Hdy)[0℄�� : (24)Hene F [w℄ is non-positive and attains its maximum at and only at metris gw =e2wg0 whih is isometri to the standard metri g0 within the lass of onformalvariations of type II with Q[w℄ = 0.Here F [w℄ denotes a onstant multiple of the funtional determinant. Aboveresult is a onsequene of three sharp inequalities. The non-positivity of the �rstline in (24) above is a onsequene of the sharp inequality of Lebedev-Milin typewhih we have established in (21), the non-positivity of the third line in (24) followsfrom the sharp Sobolev inequality on S3 for the Yamabe problem, and the non-positivity of the fourth term in (24) follows from the sharp Trae Sobolev inequalityestablished by Esobar ([E-1℄, [E-2℄) and Bekner [Be-1℄.The problem of studying the extremal metris for onformal variations of typeII problem for the log-determinant funtional on general ompat manifolds withboundary remains open. Referenes[Ad℄ D. Adams; \A sharp inequality of J. Moser for higher order derivatives",Annals of Math., vol 128, (1988), pp 385{398.[Al℄ O. Alvarez; \Theory of strings with boundary", Nul. Phys. B 216, (1983),pp 125-184.[Au-1℄ T.Aubin; \ Equations di�erentielles non lineaires et probleme de Yamabeonernant la ourbure salaire", J.Math.Pures Appl. 55(1976), 269-296.[Au-2℄ T.Aubin;\Meilleures onstantes dans le theorem d'inlusion de Sobolev etun theorem de Fredholme non lineaire pour la transformation onforme dela ourbure salaire", J. Funt. Anal. 32,(1979), pp 148-174.[Be-1℄ W. Bekner: \Conformal geometry and Esobar's Sobolev trae inequality",preprint 25
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